
PHYSICAL INVENTORY
Improved inventory accuracy

30% reduction in labor and inventory

expense

0% capital expenditure

User-friendly scanners and hardware

Industry leading counting application

and inventory management system

Full DMS integration

Bar code and RFID solutions

Self-scan, guided counts and full

inventory counts available

Custom data & analytics reporting

provided after each count

Supplemental staffing available

We are a CDK Global Approved

Partner

IMPROVE YOUR
COUNT RESULTS

EASY. ACCURATE. EFFICIENT. FLEXIBLE.

When you choose self-scan with Datascan, you

gain control over the inventory process with the

added benefits of flexibility and ease-of-use. Our

solution decreases your total cost of ownership by

eliminating excess labor hours and reducing your

total inventory time.

SELF-SCAN
IS A

SIMPLER
SOLUTION

DOES YOUR

LOOK LIKE THIS?

Datascan offers data analytics, comprehensive

inventory expertise and supplemental staffing to

our partners worldwide.



1.  30% - 80% IMMEDIATE ROI WHEN

USING SELF-SCAN

Many retailers underestimate the total costs

that are associated with outsourcing

inventory counting. Self-scan provides a

counting solution that is easy to implement

and improves count accuracy right away.

2.  CUT COUNT COSTS AND IMPROVE

ACCURACY

Self-scan impacts your bottom line by saving

you time and labor costs. You could

experience a 40% reduction in cost and a

35% reduction in variance analysis just by

making the switch.

3.  REDUCE STORE DISRUPTION

Utilizing your own staff effectively shortens the

time your store is offline for inventory

counting. Why not use your staff knowledge

to make the process more efficient?

4.  ELIMINATE MANUAL AND INEFFICIENT

PROCESSES

Save time and money by cutting through the

red tape of traditional inventory count

methods.

5.  FLEXIBLE COUNT SCHEDULING

Plan your inventory count process according

to your needs today. Enjoy the freedom of

changing your count schedule as your

business evolves over time.

 6. RELIABLE, UP-TO-DATE SCANNERS AND

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

Datascan’s enterprise-grade self-scanning

equipment and intuitive software is easy to

use, understand and implement into your

store, saving you time and effort.

7.  DECIDE/DETERMINE EXCEPTION

REPORTING AND KPIs

Compile and own your data. Self-scan gives

you the freedom to handle exceptions

according to your policies and define KPIs

specific to your needs.

8.  ACCESSIBLE REAL-TIME COUNT DATA

Monitor live count progress, allowing you to

catch and resolve issues in the moment.

This ensures control and efficiency

throughout the inventory count process.

9.  UTILIZE YOUR OWN STAFF

Put your inventory in the hands of those who

know it best. Your employees already know

your merchandise and are familiar with your

store operation procedures, minimizing

disruption and saving you time and labor

costs in the long run.

10.  CUSTOMIZED REPORTING OPTIONS

The inventory process can produce a

substantial amount of data that might not

always be used effectively. Self-scan offers

the ability to create distinct reports, utilizing

the information you have collected during a

count. Much more than your DMS provider

can provide.

 

TOP 10 REASONS TO CHOOSE SELF SCAN

Scan the QR code
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